SOPHOMORES

Sally Abraham
James Adams
Mark Ahnud
Martin Agner
John Alekna
William Allard
Esleo Alvarez

Jeffrey Alvarez
Susan Ardito

James Amos
Susan Anderson

William Anderson
Stephen Ashenston

Thomas Auchincloss
Jayne Baldwin

Susan Ball
Eduardo Borco

Richard Barslow
William Beetners
SOPHOMORES

Michael Belanger
Michael Belven
Mark Bisky
John Black
Marcell Blum
Memi Bonner
Victoria Boudrea

David Bradley
Robert Brady

Michele Brandi
Loretta Bruno

Richard Bruno
Linda Brown

Kevin Burke
Peter Burns

Michelle Caggiano
Glenn Caldicott

Diane Camann
Daniel Cannon
We're as close as your phone

Lilja's Package Store
Route 9
Natick/Wellesley Line
653-6221  235-7004
• Delivery Service
Karen Lewis
Douglas Linse
John Lison
Vincent Luca
Craig Lynch
David Maday
Jane Machiewicz

Owen Macl
Kenneth Malach
Stephen Manero
Kathleen Monhan
Stephen Marinos
Robert McCulloch
Stephen McDonnell

Deborah McKinley
William McKinley
Daniel McManus

Barbara McPherson
Mark McQuade
Joel Mednick

Bruce Meyer
Cheryl Mchaiken
Isaac Michaan

Larry Miranda
George Molyviatis
Karen Mooney

Richard Morgan
Wayne Moriarity
James Morris

Agnes Moy
Roberta Mullin
Michael Musco
Jonathan Tymann
Isaia Vaiderrabano
Michael Vazza
Ana Velz
Debra Vidyaski
Laureano Villanueva

Rodolphe Von Berg
Maura Walker
Douglas Wallace
Aaron Walton
Ser loose ro
Discover the endless
World,
We find more
A person we are
Not sure of,
Ourselves.
Looking at our
New found images is
Frightening to admit and
Difficult to accept.
A personality you are
Familiar.
Adjusting to the
Fit and stretching for the
Growth is demanding but
Done as best we can.

Scars will remain but just
Reference points of the
Growth realized and the
New understanding
Obtained.
For we are only human.
So mistakes will be made
Along the way, but
Just like errors
Ample success will be
Achieved.
A final outcome will be
Established,
A person conceived
And through that person a
New world can be found,
An endless, astonishing world.

Frederico Wassermer
William Weinstein
Cheryl Williams
Kenneth Winston
Sigrid Waerk
John Woodward

Matthew Wurka
David Yorcas
Michael Yuhas
Lisa Zimmer
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
CLASS OF 1981
FROM THE
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

President: Robert J. Bassenbrugge M66
Vice Presidents: Charles Adams B62
               Nancy Briehl B71
Treasurer: Albert B. Linsky M70
Clerk: Peter Dinmore B64
Directors: Russell Corsini M67
           Eileen Goff B57
           Pope Hoffman B69
           Augusta Hornbower B71
           George Hunter B69
           Mary Ingramels B77
           F. Craig Klocker B58
           Benjamin Moore B78
           Kevin Mulvaney M72
           William F. Walker B56, M68
           John Whalen B50
Dr. & Mrs. George F. Clancy

Mr. & Mrs. Inge Judd

Mr. & Mrs. Isaac Kleiman

Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. Krijt

Mr. & Mrs. Daniel McConaghy

Mr. & Mrs. Donald Rodriguez

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Savage

Mr. Nathan Schlenker

Mrs. I. D. Tuygil

Mr. & Mrs. J. Otis Wardwell II